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Distribution list 

LSTF: Janine McCretton, Ed Plowden, Andy Whitehead 

Sustrans: Emma Cocksedge, Jon Usher, Ian Barrett 

United Communities: Tamsin Evans 

Solon SW Housing Association: Kylie Davis 

BCC Housing: Andy Walker, Hayden Berry, Alison Scott, Emma Wilkinson, Amy Mosley, Sarah Clarke 

(?), Mike Wilson 

BCC: Lindsay Wall 

Knightstone Housing:  Eleanor Breed, Lucille Smith 

Overview 
£35000 was available through the Travelwest communities fund as match funding for Registered 

Social Landlords (RSLs) seeking to create or improve bike parking for their tenants.  

Travelwest worked in partnership with five Registered Social Landlords including:  

 Bristol City Council;  

 Knightstone Housing Association;  

 Places for People;  

 Solon South West Housing Association; and  

 United Communities  
 

to create nearly 267 secure bike parking places across the city. More than 90% of these spaces 

are within secure areas such as sheds, purpose built shelters and converted spaces. The remaining 

10% are more accessible, providing guests and visitors with improved bike parking. 

Cycle parking has been created for residents in houses, flats, and purpose built tower blocks, with 

different solutions trialled for each type of residence. For example: Travelwest worked with local 

company Peddler and the Roof to create front garden bike sheds for Solon; and Simbars, an 

international supplier of street furniture to provide purpose built shelters for tower blocks. 

Background 
The motivation for investing in improved cycle parking for RSL tenants grew from the Active 

Neighbourhood Transport Grants round coordinated by the community team in 2014/2015. Funding 

was awarded to a residents group (TARA), so that they could pay for a cycle shed to be built in their 

communal garden, after their housing association started to enforce clear corridors.  

LSTF Communities Manager, Janine McCretton said: 

“Many RSL tenants have no level access to their front door, and are not permitted to store bikes in 

their hallways due to fire regulations. This means that they either have to carry them up the stairs, or 



keep them outside. The former is inconvenient, particularly for those with small children. The latter 

means that bikes only have a minimum level of security available.” 

Recruitment 

RSLs 

Contacts were made with RSLs predominantly through personal networks. Contact was made with 

United Communities through an existing relationship with APE project, which in turn shared their 

contacts at Solon and Places for People. Travelwest attended the Places for People regional 

customer conference where the initiative was supported by the regional manager. It was more 

difficult to make contact with Bristol City Council, but eventually contact with made with one of the 

Housing Managers who promoted the scheme via the Housing Officers, which led to the 

development of several projects. Knightstone had already committed to building a shelter when the 

Travelwest funding became available, so they used the funding to top up their funds.   

Suppliers 
Peddler and the roof 
Suggested by colleagues at Sustrans, Peddler and the Roof are two enterprising Bristolians who set 

up a bespoke front and back garden making company and their sheds are becoming very popular in 

Bristol. They offered competitive pricing, ran a 10% discount for this project, and built more than 10 

sheds for Solon South West Housing Association. 

Simbars 
Simbars is an international street furniture company, based in South Bristol. They are used regularly 

by the BCC Highways Team. They supplied the project’s Sheffield stands, the toast racks, and the 

Grenada covered and locked shelters. 

Odoni Elwell 
Odoni Elwell is a Newport based company who are best known for supplying purpose built shelters 

to schools.  

Bike Zebo 
Bike Zebo share a workshop space with APE project, an existing project contact. They supplied a bike 

lock planter to a consultation event. Their standard Bike Zebo front garden design was rejected on 

the basis that it is not enclosed (although is covered), which was not popular with individuals.  

They also designed an elliptical shelter which United Communities were interested in installing. 

However, despite its strong aesthetic qualities, its pricing was not competitive enough and could not 

be justified.  

Paul Green 

Paul Green is a BCC listed supplier who installs Sheffield stands and shelters on private and public 

land. 

Creative Metalworks 

Creative Metalworks are based in Fishponds and powder coated the toast racks for Solon’s Grenville 

Chapel. They also powder coated some free standing Sheffield stands which were used at 

consultation events. 



Product warranties (where known) 

Odoni Elwell  

Do not issue a warranty but say the basic structure of the cycle shelters and thermos pine 

cladding has a lifetime up to 30 years 

Peddler and the Roof 

Offer to maintain the living roof for the first year until the plants settle. We can maintain the 

roof's drainage for the first 6 months as it can become blocked.  We can also carry out maintenance 

on the doors on the first 6 months, as these can sometimes shrink or expand with weather changes 

and become hard to open and close. They tell their customers how they can maintain their living 

roofs until the plants take on, which is only watering it when there is a long dry spell. They cannot 

guarantee the safety or take responsibility of bicycles or objects inside the sheds, and it is the 

responsibility of the users to buy and use adequate locks and security.  

Simbars 

1 year guarantee. This does not include for any vandalism to the shelters out of their control, 

and general wear & tear 



Project summary by RSL 

Solon South West Housing Association 

 The Peddler and the Roof built bespoke front and back garden sheds with green roofs for 12 
houses.  

 Two toast rack bike stands to install in the basement of shared flats 
Several audio interviews have already been conducted with Solon tenants, and a celebration/art 

workshop will be taking place on 5th March to decorate the toast rack stands in the shared flats with 

the residents. 

Total locations: 13 

Total number of residents: not known 

Total bike spaces: 66 

United Communities 

 Odoni Elwell supplied and installed timber clad shelters at 4 sites across Bristol.  
 

A consultation event was held at the largest of the properties in July, and a celebration event will be 

held there on 9th March to which all UC residents will be invited. 

Several audio interviews have been conducted with UC tenants, as well as an interview with the 

Community Officer  

Total locations: 4 

Total number of residents: 115 properties 

Total bike spaces: 36 

Knightstone 

 CycleHoop provided two Lambeth Bike hangars which are located at the back an old house 
converted into flats. 

 

Total locations: 1 

Total number of residents: not known 

Total bike spaces: 12 

Places for People 

 The Peddler and the Roof provided a bespoke front/back garden shed with green roof for 
one of Places for People’s properties. 

Total locations: 1 

Total number of residents:  

Total bike spaces: 5 (estimate) 

BCC Youth Housing Project 

 The Peddler and the Roof built a bespoke shelter for a property on Cheltenham Road 

 Simbars supplied a “Grenada” shelter to fit 6 bikes on Blenheim Road 
We also hope to supply the Youth Housing Project with a couple of “fleet” bikes at the end of the 

project for the young people to use. 



Total locations: 2 

Total number of residents: not known 

Total bike spaces: 12 

Bristol City Council Housing 

Kingsdown flats 

 Armada House – 8 Sheffield stands plus improvements to lock.  

 Carolina House – 10 Sheffield stands plus bespoke railings and gate with lock 

 Francis House – 7 Sheffield stands 

 Fremantle House – 12 Sheffield stands plus bespoke railings and gate with lock 
A consultation event was held in October, and a celebration event will be held in March where we 

aim to gather feedback from tenants via questionnaires and audio interviews. 

Total locations: 4 

Total number of residents: 380 

Total bike spaces: 74 

Barton Hill flats 

 Harwood House – 1 x 10 space “Grenada” shelter from Simbars.  

 Ashmead House – 1 x 10 space “Grenada” shelter from Simbars 
21 Sheffield stands to be installed to replace broken stands and create additional parking so that all 

of the 8 blocks have 5 Sheffield stands.  

A consultation event was held in December for all 8 blocks, although funding was only available for 

shelters at 2 of these. A celebration event was held on 19 March. 

Total locations: 8 

Total number of residents: not known 

Total bike spaces: 62 

Southville 

Littlecross House – 1 x 10 space “Grenada” shelter from Simbars 

A consultation event was held in October, and a celebration event was held on 19 March. 

Total locations: 1 

Total number of residents: not known 

Total bike spaces: 10 

Easton 

Croydon House – 1 x 10 space “Grenada” shelter from Simbars 

A consultation event was held in October, and a celebration event was held on 16 March. 

Total locations: 1 

Total number of residents: 230 

Total bike spaces: 10 



Project summary statistics  

Total locations: 35 

Total bike spaces: 287 

All bike parking spaces are in areas with restricted access, and all parking is undercover with the 

exception of the 21 Sheffield stands in Barton Hill.  

Consultation 

Consultation events were held at each of the large sites. Smaller properties were not consulted 

because the respective Housing Officers had already spoken extensively with all tenants. Houses 

were not consulted as we were able to hold individual discussions to deliver bike parking which best 

met their needs. 

63 people completed consultation questionnaires across the project.  

We asked the following questions 

How do you normally travel? 

Bike 47 

Bus 9 

Car (driver) 22 

Car (passenger) 6 

Mobility scooter 1 

Motorbike 3 

Train 3 

Walk 32 

 

Do you own a bike? 

Yes 51 

No 10 

Unmarked 2 

 

If yes, how often do you use it? 

Everyday 17 

2 – 6 days 
a week 

22 

Once a 
week 

11 

Less than 
once a 
week 

7 

Never 0 

n/a 3 

Unmarked 3 

 



What would make you consider cycling more? 

Access to a cheap bike 5 

Better storage 
space/somewhere to 
keep it 

14 

Cycle training 5 

Bike maintenance 
course 

1 

 

Would you cycle more if you had improved cycle parking at home? 

Yes 42 

No 2 

Not sure 4 

Unmarked 14 

 

What do you think of your current cycle parking? 

Bad 

Bikes on balcony, bikes in corridor, nowhere else to put them. There is nothing 

Current bike parking is a few bars only 

dragging it in and out of my flat 

Didn’t know we have any 

Either indoors or against the railings out the front. Neither are good options as it rains a lot 

Have to store in my spare room, or my lock up: not good 

I haven't got any parking facility 

I store my bike in my flat 

It is a good idea. There are a lot of people who use their bikes on a daily basis 

It is fine, but I would prefer a separate storage area for mine and my partner's bikes. 

It is unsafe as I have had an electric bike stolen 

It is very limited and not secure 

Need to do better 

No options to park my bike safely. I think the government should improve bike parking. 

Nowhere to put bikes and no security. 

NON EXISTENT CRAP  

None. I leave my bike on the railings and the bearings seize up 

Not adequate for so many residents 

Not enough safety 

Not enough, just a shed 

Not safe 

Not very big 

Only just moved to area but have not seen much provision for parking a bike yet 

Only moved to Bristol recently so still exploring using bike 

The best idea in this area so far 

The only option I have is to keep it in my flat, which isn't very practical. 

There is no bike parking which is safe for me to use 



There is no secure and safe bike parking 

There is none 

There isn't any! Our bikes are in the flat which is a pain. Also once decorated bikes may damage 

décor. 

Very limited as more people are cycling which is making less spaces to park bikes 

Very crowded, have to move other bikes to get to your own 

There is no secure and safe bike parking 

Very poor 

We don't have personal bike parking, but we do use the communal storage, which is small 

We have none at the moment so something needs to be done 

Well it would be good to have a place we can store bikes and buggies 

What options? In the flats or on the railings are not good enough 

Yes, there should be a safe place to lock and store your bike and I use a scooter myself and I think 

they should have a place for scooters as well 

What do you think of the proposals? 

Brilliant idea! :) 

Definitely need it good to make use of the barred areas 

I like it 

I like option 4 - lockable but transparent purpose built shelter 

I like the storage room idea - I don't have a storage unit so it wouldn't bother me to lose one. Good 

to get people to move their stuff anyway. Needs to be secure. 1 and 4 are the best options, 3 is also 

a good idea. 

I think it is a good idea. It seems safer for bikes as it has a door that can be locked. 

Recently we saw people breaking chained bikes and taking them away 

I think it's a great idea 

I think they are all good ideas and would use any of them. My preferred choice would be 1 and 4 

I will definitely use a safe and secure bike parking 

I would consider option 4 (outside shed) because it will be convenient to put your bike without 

passing too many doors 

I would us it if it is secure 

I would use it more definitely 

It would keep my bike dry and safe. It's good. 

If I had a bike I would use it 

It's great to see so many options but the storage container idea is concerning regarding security 

Options 1 and 4 are best. I'm in favour of secure bike parking at Littlecross House 

Purpose built cycle shelters would be amazing. I would cycle way more 

The gates would look better if not plain 

The outside parking is safer because it is more secure and people can see what is going on and bikes 

are safer 

Would definitely use - great idea. Options 4 and 1 would be ideal. 

Yes bike parking is a good idea. Yes would think of using it 

YES PLEASE. The more secure the better 

Yes, I would use it 



Do you have any other comments? 

Also, there are no parking areas especially for motor bikes 

brilliant   

Brilliant and long overdue 

First class, great idea 

Good idea 

I feel it is a great idea which is greatly needed to improve cycling in the area 

I rarely use my bike because there is nowhere to keep it. I think it's long overdue 

It's green and more environmentally friendly to bike about. 

People in this locality need more information in bike useage and its benefits. Somali women need to 

be approached to make them (?) 

Keep up the good work 

Please, we need an easily accessible lockable bike storage. Also just bike bars to come and go 

quickly. Must be easy to use and not hidden away. 

really good project, don't give up! 

safe bike storage please 

Thank you for coming 

This project is a very good idea and is needed 

very good. Need strong place 

How could the cycle parking be improved? 

As far as I know, there is no storage facilities at Freemantle Gardens 

Better lighting 

More of them (sheds) or bike rail points 

More publicity about it being there - how to get a key?! 

more! 

Set up bike racks to lock your bikes to, or cage 

Small individual bike storage, or areas where you can lock your bike 

some kind of water outlet for washing bikes 

Most important consideration? 

Safety 9 

Convenience 1 



 

Feedback from consultation event at Fremantle House, Kingsdown 

Post event feedback 
We asked follow up questions at the celebration events. It is important to note that although all of 

the shelters had been installed at this point, keys had not yet been allocated to residents at some 

locations.  

24 people responded to the follow up questionnaires.  

How do you normally travel? 

Bike 10 

Bus 5 

Car (driver) 6 

Car (passenger) 3 

Scooter 1 

Walk 13 

Do you own a bicycle? 

Yes 19 

No 5 



 

If no, do you have access to a bicycle  

Yes 1 

No 4 

If yes, how often do you use it? 

Everyday 6 

2 – 6 days 
a week 

5 

Once a 
week 

2 

Less than 
once a 
week 

6 

Never 4 

Unmarked 1 

 

What would make you consider cycling more? 

Access to a cheap bike 5 

Better storage 
space/somewhere to 
keep it 

8 

Cycle training 4 

Bike maintenance 
course 

0 

Improved 
infrastructure 

1 

Do you think you will cycle more or less now new bike parking has been installed? 

Yes 16 

No 0 

Not sure/about 
the same 

6 

Unmarked 2 

 

What do you think of the new cycle parking? 

Bike parking is too small for the block. Me and other families have more than 4 bikes 

Excellent idea also a community focal point for people to chat 

Good 

Good idea, nice safe place to keep my bike without the fear of it being stolen. Also not in the way of 

obstacles. Will there be enough room for everyone? 

Great because I have a safe place to store my bike 

Great new parking especially as a cage will be put around to deter thieves 

Great opportunity to store a bike as space in flat very small 

Helpful and useful for us 

I am happy to have it because I have many children who have bikes 



I do think it's a really good idea but obviously some security issues if someone gets hold of the keys 

I think it was needed. Great 

I think it's a good idea bit I don't think I will use it 

I think that it's really good :)  I could use my bike more and not fall over in my room :) 

It looks good and safe 

It's great, better than outside and more secure 

Not sure 

Really good - the previous shed was OK but not great. I think the new one is great. 

Really good 

Really good. United communities listened and sorted it out. Great landlords as always. Well done 

Sustrans as well. 

There is now a bike shed which is secure. I think it is a great service and very helpful 

They're wonderful. Really needed. I need to keep my son's bike in the flat, which meant taking it up 

and downstairs, and sometimes I couldn't be bothered. 

Very good 

Other comments 

Cycle training will be good for some children 

Excellent use of space 

Hope you can get the funding for more modern sheds and I hope more people decide to start riding 

:) 

I might cycle more - I'm on the top floor, so maybe this might encourage me. Not really, be good to 

have key or large gates for easy access and exit 

It's really good. I wish they'd built a bigger one (the previous ones were too small) 

This bike parking is too small and visible (transparent panel) for the thieves 

This is great. Decent sized and well designed. Won't have to drag bike through several doors and 

hallways/stairs to get to use it. Plus bike won’t be sitting in my living room anymore. Hopefully 

enough space in the shed for everyone's bikes, but if not still a big step in the right direction. Might 

be worth revisiting it to see it's not got overcrowded with bikes in it in a few months’ time. Too 

many bikes in the shed and it can become very difficult to get bikes in/out 

Unmet demand 
BCC housing  

Burlington Court, Redland (Maria.Connor@bristol.gov.uk)  

Kendon Drive, Southmead (mike.wilson@bristol.gov.uk) 

Hartcliffe (Lindsay.Wall@bristol.gov.uk) 

Bristol Community Landtrust  

325 Fishponds Road  (Katrina@katrinahorne.org)   

Elim Housing  

Philips House, Dove Street, Kingsdown | George Beasant (G.Beasant@elimhousing.co.uk) 

Maple House, Kings Square, Kingsdown 

Places for People expressed interest in the scheme, and their Regional Director was highly 

supportive of the scheme, but due to lack of funds no progress was made. 

mailto:mike.wilson@bristol.gov.uk
mailto:Katrina@katrinahorne.org


Solon South West Housing Association Ltd 

20 Cotton Mill Lane (kylie_davis@solonswha.co.uk) 

Lessons learned 

Match funding difficulties 

RSLs are currently undergoing a period of economic hardship, so encouraging them to part with 

large sums of money was difficult.  

United Communities were the easiest to work with in this respect because they had already invested 

in cycle parking the previous year.  

BCC had money available via an Environment Improvement Budget which lent itself naturally to the 

project. 

Finding contacts 

It was difficult to make contact with the right person in the organisation, particularly in the case of 

Bristol City Council, but once a contact was made, then the message was transferred across the team 

of Housing Officers. Word of mouth was the most effective method of finding new contacts.  

Build/installation time 

The cycle shelters took up to four weeks to manufacture which could have potentially made the 

project overrun. 

Some shelters required preliminary grounds works which needed to be coordinated separately. This 

added to the workload, and added more risk to the project.  

Purchase Order processing time 

Large POs to suppliers took nearly 2 weeks to process in some cases. This had a direct impact on 

delivery dates as suppliers would not start manufacture until they had received a PO. 

Managing the contractors 

In most cases the RSL managed the direct relationship with contractors for laying concrete and 

installing shelters which was more straight forward as the RSL already has direct access to land, 

agreed contractors etc. However, in some instances specialist contractors were used, and it was 

easier to book these via Travelwest.  

VAT 

Travelwest is able to claim back VAT on its purchases, while RSLs are limited as the majority of their 

income is from rent. This made it more cost effective for the supplier to send two invoices: one to 

Travelwest and one to the RSL. 

Other ideas 

It may have been simpler to have used a grants scheme to distribute the funding to RSLs. However, 

this would have removed an element of the relationship that was built between Travelwest and the 

RSLs which was useful to build during a pilot project. It may have also complicated the VAT issue for 

payments.  

mailto:kylie_davis@solonswha.co.uk


Highlights 

Resident involvement 

Travelwest worked effectively with local residents as well as Housing Officers and Community 

Officers. In Barton Hill, one resident door knocked in her block and achieved an excellent response 

rate, which resulted in her block successfully obtaining a cycle shelter. 

A Bristol City Council resident in Southville worked tirelessly to support the consultation and 

celebration events, building support from her neighbours. 

Bike locks 

Residents were able to purchase silver security bike locks at a reduced price of £5 at the end of the 

project. Alternatively, residents could receive a free bike lock if they agreed to participate in a short 

audio feedback interview for project monitoring purposes. 

This was a very popular offer with many of those receiving locks also purchasing an additional lock. 

Other 

Legal agreements 

Legal agreements were drawn up by the BCC Legal Team and will be signed by each of the grant 

beneficiaries and kept on file at Bristol City Council. 

 

  

Media attention and online presence 

 

 

 

Project spend 

 

Registered Social 
Landlord 

Number of 
locations 

Selected solution Number of bike 
spaces created 

Travelwest 
contribution 
(50%) 

Places for People 1 Peddler and the 
Roof bespoke 
bike shed 

6 £1000 

Knightstone 
Housing 
Association 

1 Cycle Hoop Bike 
Hanger 

12 £3440 

Solon South West 
Housing 
Association 

13 Peddler and the 
Roof bespoke 
bike sheds and 
Simbars toast 
rack with bespoke 

66 £9950 



railings 

United 
Communities 

4 Odoni Elwell ST1 
Shelters with 
Thermo Pine and 
Mesh Gates 

36 £8745 

Bristol City 
Council 

8 Simbars Grenada 
Shelter, Simbars 
Sheffield stands 
and bespoke 
railings 

138 £9908 

Bristol City 
Council Youth 
Housing Project 

2 Simbars Grenada 
Shelter, and 
Peddler and the 
Roof bespoke 
bike shelter 

10 £2352 

Total 31  267 £30,539 

 

Appendices 

Appendix 1 - Key project contacts 

Organisation Contact name Job title/role Contact email Contact tel 

Elim Housing George 
Beasant 

Customer 
Service and 
Maintenance 
Officer  
 

G.Beasant@elimhousing.co.uk 01454 
411172 Ext: 
211 

United 
Communitie
s 

Tamsin Evans Communities 
Officer 

tamsin@unitedcommunities.org.u
k 

07810 
250642 or 
0117 970 
3079 
 

Solon South 
West 
Housing 
Association 
Limited 

Kylie Davis Estate 
Management 
Officer 

Kylie_davis@solonswha.co.uk 0117 916 
7742 (Direct 
Line) 

Knightstone Lucille Smith Community 
Empowermen
t Officer 

Lucille.smith@knightstone.co.uk 01934 
526357 or 
07921 
387044 

Knightstone Eleanor Breed Asset 
Surveyor 

Eleanor.Breed@knightstone.co.uk 01934 
526149 or 
07921 
387187 

Bristol City 
Council 

Mike Wilson Estate 
Management 
Supervisor 

Mike.wilson@bristol.gov.uk 0117 
3521766 

Bristol City 
Council 

Andy Walker Policy and 
Project Officer 
(technical) 

Andy.walker@bristol.gov.uk 0117 
3521994 

mailto:tamsin@unitedcommunities.org.uk
mailto:tamsin@unitedcommunities.org.uk
mailto:Lucille.smith@knightstone.co.uk
mailto:Mike.wilson@bristol.gov.uk
mailto:Andy.walker@bristol.gov.uk


Bristol City 
Council 

Hayden Berry Housing 
Officer 
(Croydon 
House) 

Hayden.berry@bristol.gov.uk 0117 
9037423 or 
0746940086
1 

Bristol City 
Council 

Emma 
Wilkinson 

Housing 
Officer 
(Barton Hill) 

Emma.wilkinson@bristol.gov.uk 0117 
92222000 
ext 21759 

Bristol City 
Council 

Amy Mosley Housing 
Officer 
(Kingsdown) 

Amy.mosley@bristol.gov.uk 9222200 (not 
for public 
ext. 21754) 

Bristol City 
Council 

Deb Hill Housing 
Officer 
(Southville) 

Debra.hill@bristol.gov.uk 0117 
3521781 or 
07986 
475482 

Bristol City 
Council 

Maria Connor Housing 
Officer 
(Redland) 

Maria.connor@bristol.gov.uk 0117 352 
1756 or 
07943 
502158 

Bristol City 
Council 

Richard Cains Project 
Surveyor 

Richard.cains@bristol.gov.uk 0117 922 
4148 

Bristol City 
Council 

Andre Kirby Surveyor Andre.kirby@bristol.gov.uk 0117 352 
5881 

Bike 
Zebo/John 
Packer 

John Packer 
and Katey 
Burak 

 info@johnpacker.com 
katey@johnpacker.com 

0117 
9557727 

Peddler and 
the Roof 

Andre and 
Albert 

 peddlerandtheroof@gmail.com 07890 
601941 

Simbars Sam 
Pearce/Marti
n 

Business 
Development 
Manager 

sam@simbars.co.uk 01179 531 
444 

Odoni Elwell Angela Jones  angela.jones@odoni-elwell.com 01495 273 
795 

BCC 
Highways 

Nick Pates Walking and 
Cycling Officer 

Nick.pates@bristol.gov.uk  

BCC Nick Hooper    
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